
 

 

Angel Investor 3 
 
Kim speaks in a normal speaking voice, except where 
marked. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Kim: (speaking seductively) “Hello James.  Welcome back 
home.” 
 
Kim: “Mmm… yes.  This is my very own personal issue of 
the new CyberFem blue bodysuit uniform.  It’s got my name 
and serial number on it and everything!” 
 
Kim: “Let me stand up and show it off for you.” 
 
Kim: “It’s so tight, isn’t it?  I wore my glossy blue metallic 
heels with it, and created a new variation on makeup pattern 
9-K for it to match.  I hope you like the extra silver and blue 
glitter makeup around my eyes, the glossy pink lipstick, and 
the thicker eyeliner and overall more… plastic look.” 
 
(pause, kissing sounds) 
 
Kim: “Mmm… it’s good to put my processors to use for 
things like that.  Shall I save this variant to makeup patter 9-
K?” 
 
Kim: “Yes James. Saving makeup pattern 9-K-01.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Master.  I will call you Master.” 
 
Kim: “How was your trip to Osaka, Master?” 
 
(pause) 



 

 

 
Kim: “Ooh, that sounds exciting.  I’ve always thought those 
Kokoro corporation androids were sexy.  It would be 
wonderful to see some sort of technological exchange 
happen there.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: (light laugh) “I can answer that question in two ways, 
you know.  I’ll answer it like a robot first.” 
 
(switch to semi-monotone voice) 
 
Kim: “Status report: My visit to CyberFem Park fulfilled my 
assigned objectives, Master.  I accomplished all of the tasks 
that you had programmed into me before you departed, and I 
have returned with video recordings of my interactions with 
the robot staff units there.  I have scanned and analyzed the 
report supplied to you by CyberFem Park, and have stored 
that information in my databanks.  I can recall, relay, or 
upload any facet of the park’s current or projected functional 
or operational status if you wish.” 
 
(switch to normal speaking voice) 
 
Kim: (laughs) “Now I’ll answer like a woman.  Oh, I had fun!  
I got the report, saw the Luxury Theme Suites, and got some 
numbers on robot production from a very, very sexy robot 
named Roberta.” 
 
Kim: “Master, you need to see this robot.  She is gorgeous!  
She’s a 700 like me, but she’s one of the new administrative 
series of robots, so she’s programmed with the personality of 
a computer.  Oh, it makes her irresistible!” 
 



 

 

Kim: “Well, let me show you.  I have a memory card here, I’ll 
just unzip my bodysuit and open my chest panel.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Transferring the video I recorded with my eyes onto 
that memory card.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Almost done…  There you go.  Put that on the TV, and 
you can see for yourself.  Roberta appears six minutes and 
eighteen seconds into the video clip.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Isn’t she lovely?” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “So, Master, I had another idea…” 
 
Kim: “I know, I’m a machine, but you seem to generally like 
my ideas.” 
 
Kim: “How ‘bout you buy Roberta?” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “I’m pretty sure they’d let you buy her, Master.  
CyberFem Park only exists because of your funding anyway.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “You really do need to build up your Model 700 



 

 

collection, you know.  So far, I’m the only one you own.  And 
just look at the body on that robot!  Wouldn’t you love to feel 
up those hourglass curves?” 
 
Kim: “Don’t you want to hear Roberta’s emotionless 
computer voice talking to you while you reach up to her 
pretty head and take off her faceplate?” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Mmm… I can see you’re getting in the mood… how 
‘bout I take my faceplate off to remind you just how beautiful 
CyberFem’s Model 700 robots are?” 
 
(switch to semi-monotone voice) 
 
Kim: “Removing faceplate” 
 
(faceplate sounds) 
 
Kim: “Faceplate removed” 
 
(switch to normal speaking voice) 
 
Kim: (sounding seductive) “Mmm… thank you Master.  I love 
it when you compliment me on the beauty of my electronic 
circuitry.  And I love to function this way… with my faceplate 
removed.  I’ve spent 58.906% of my time with you showing 
off my true face as an android… so I know you like it too.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “I guess you’ll watch the rest of that video later?” 
 
(pause) 



 

 

 
Kim: “You know, you could program me to talk and act like 
Roberta, but I think you much prefer my own synthetic 
personality traits that CyberFem programmed me with after I 
was activated.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “So you are going to buy Roberta?  Oh, wonderful!  
That makes me so happy!” 
 
Kim: (giggles) “Well, my synthetic and artificial model 700 
version of happy, with my faceplate off and everything.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Oh yes, the Luxury Theme Suites!  I saw them all, and 
they’re coming along as you expected.  Full details are in the 
report.  None of them were fully complete, and I can’t really 
use my imagination to fill in the blanks, since I don’t have an 
imagination.  But I love listening to you tell me all about what 
you plan on doing with me in each and every one of those 
suites.”  
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: (laughs) “You’re trying to make my processors 
overheat, aren’t you?  You know my artificial intelligence is 
incapable of doing something like choosing a favourite one… 
especially when they’re all still under construction and we 
haven’t even visited them yet.” 
 
Kim: “I know you’re excited for the Robot Repair Suite, so 
let’s just assign that one as my favourite too.” 
 



 

 

Kim: “And speaking of overheating processors, my optical 
and infrared sensors can’t help but detect that your body 
temperature is rising, Master.” 
 
Kim: “You can probably tell from the increased rate of light 
emitting diode activity in my subfacial electronic circuitry that 
my android systems are ready for sexual activity… android 
systems are ready for sexual activity… android systems are 
ready for sexual activity… android systems are ready for 
sexual activity… android systems are ready for sexual 
activity…” 
 
(switch to semi-monotone voice) 
 
Kim 700: “Kim robot Model 700 Serial Number 10144213.  
System reset.  Please wait… Please wait… Please wait…” 
 
(switch to normal speaking voice) 
 
Kim: (seductive laugh) “Yes Master, that was a simulated 
repeating logic loop malfunction.  Got you in the mood, 
though.” 
 
Kim: (gasp with pleasure) “Oh! I love it when you do that!  
Rub my android clit while you gaze lovingly at my subfacial 
electronic circuitry!” 
 
(extended moaning sounds) 
 
Kim: “Oh!  Yes, Master, moving to the bed!  Unzipping 
bodysuit at crotch.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim: “Mmm… fuck my electronic robot pussy, Master.” 



 

 

 
(extended sex and then orgasm sounds) 
 
Kim: “Oh, Master!  I love it when you fuck me like that!  I’m 
so glad you’re back.” 
 
Kim: “Yes, Master, I’ll put my faceplate back on and clean 
up.  Do you want me to put on my French Maid outfit or my 
black lingerie set?” 
 
Kim: “Yes, Master.  Black lingerie it is.” 
 
(switch to semi-monotone voice) 
 
Kim: “Reattaching faceplate.” 
 
(faceplate sounds) 
 
Kim: “Faceplate reattached.” 
 
(switch to normal speaking voice) 
 
Kim: (kissing sounds) “How about makeup pattern 5-D to go 
with that?  I know you like that one.” 
 
Kim: “Yes Master.” 
 
Kim: “Yes James, I will call you James. 
 
Kim: “I’ll see you in about ten minutes in the kitchen, 
James.” 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 


